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##BEST##
you can play online games with a variety of players. when you select your opponent from our girls

list, our girls will give you a unique game between them. for each bet you make, your opponent may
get three of the bonus game bets on video strip poker. your bet is placed on a map with 5 different

categories. each category has 5 digits per row. the first and last category are the wildcards. you
must pay attention to these categories because these are the categories which define your win. on
main page you will find your members list where you can invite your opponent from. you can chat

with them before you play a game, this way you can give them a better game and get to know each
other in a short time. we at strip poker have the girls in various states of undress, they are all

genuine, so you can be sure that all is what it appears to be. the girls use their private chat, if you
send your chat to them, they wont show you that they received your message. they just would not
mind if you pay attention to them in private chat. the bonus features are fun and not always easy.
sometimes winning is not that easy when you compete against real players girls from our site are

ready to give you pleasure, they are interested in meeting you, and can offer something different to
the ordinary. you can play with girls from various countries around the world. the girls have fun and

are having their own fun. they all deserve to be remembered as strippers. and this site is just the
beginning of your fun with horny girls who love to meet new people and new opportunities to earn.
do not try to cheat. play fair and only with real accounts. we only offer account to real girls and this
way your fund protection and our reputation are safe. with time we expect to have even more girls
from various countries available, this way you can be sure to play with the girls you want to. so join

us!
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the main unique feature is the multiple strip poker variants. it means that you can play any of the 30
variants of strip poker game at any time. the program provides complete statistics about each of the
games. you can see who won the previous deal, you can ask the same girl to repeat the same deal

or you can switch to a different variant. players and tables - we have created a number of tables and
players for you to choose from. you can play against any of our poker models. if you want to play

against a specific girl, you can send her a private invite and ask her to join you. i love playing video
poker games on my ipad, but when i saw that video strip poker was available for ios i was very

excited to see how the game would look on the small screen. the graphics are crisp and the game
play is smooth. unfortunately, the ios version doesnt have as many models as the android version
and the game isnt as entertaining. the quality of this game is quite good. most of the nudity and
action is on the android version. this isnt a sexy or graphic game but rather a fun and interactive
way to pass the time. if youve played poker before, youll be familiar with the concept. the basic

gameplay is really quite easy to grasp. the gameplay is very good. you can learn to play this game in
under 5 minutes. the graphics are crisp and there are plenty of female models. the game is designed
for adults only and is rated by the esrb. the amount of in game content is good and the models are

attractive. the game is available on a range of platforms, including pc, mac, android, ios and
blackberry. the game is available in a number of languages, including english, french, spanish,

german, italian, portuguese, russian and polish. the game has over 1200 models in it, which is a
pretty good selection. even if youre not a poker player, the gameplay is quite accessible. the action
is fast paced and the graphics are pretty sharp. you can learn the game in under 5 minutes. this isnt

an erotic game, but the fact that you can play it on your phone makes it an ideal way to pass the
time. 5ec8ef588b
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